
Linguistics 478/578
Spring ’15

Final assignment

1. Using the empirical distribution below, calculate the following: p(a), p(¬a), p(b), p(¬b), p(a|b), p(b|a),
p(a|¬b). Show your work.

b ¬b
a 14 35
¬a 27 9

2. There is a file on the website phonenumbersX.txtwhich contains a list of hypothetical phone numbers.
Build a bigram model of those numbers. You result should be a grid of conditional probabilities for
each combination of numbers possible along with word edge markers.

3. non-programming option Record yourself saying the vowel [u]. Trim off all silence. Using Praat,
do all of the following:

(a) Display and save the waveform.

(b) Create a spectrum using Analyse spectrum - To Spectrum and save it.

(c) Create a 5th order LPC from the sound using Analyse spectrum - To LPC (autocorrelation)
(making sure to set the Prediction order to 5). Create a matrix from the LPC object with
Down to Matrix. Display the LPC rows with Draw - rows. . . and save that that too.

(d) From the spectrum, create a smoothed cepstrum by first selecting Analyse - To PowerCep-
strum and then smooth that with Smooth. . . . Display and save the smoothed picture.

(When drawing in Praat, don’t forget to erase the drawing space between images.)

Save and turn in all the objects you have created. Explain what the following terms mean using
these pictures: wave, spectrum, LPC, and cepstrum. (2pp. max)

programming option Create a function that can calculate forward probability (α) values (using
dynamic programming). The function should take four arguments: i) HMM transitions; ii) HMM
emissions; iii) a set of symbols; and iv) an input string.

4. Using the following values, give the accumulated probability matrix for the Viterbi algorithm for bbba.
Show your work.

tr = [.3 .3 .4;.2 .2 .6;.1 .1 .8];

e = [.6 .4;.4 .6;.9 .1];

s = {’a’ ’b’};

5. 578 only: Using the distribution for question #1 above, calculate: p(¬a|b) and p(¬a|¬b). Explain
why p(¬a|b) + p(¬a|¬b) = p(¬a).

Things to remember:

1. This is due by noon on May 12.

2. Remember: nothing late. Don’t wait until the last minute to do this or print things or email things. . . .

3. You may certainly talk to each other about this and other assignments, but everyone must turn in
their own work. (If you do talk to others, I need to see evidence that you are doing more than listening
and writing down what others say.)


